A high efficiency input/output coupler for small silicon photonic devices
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Abstract: Coupling light from an optical fibre to small optical waveguides is particularly problematic in semiconductors, since the refractive index of the silica fibre is very different from that of a semiconductor waveguide. There have been several published methods of achieving such coupling, but none are sufficiently efficient whilst being robust enough for commercial applications. In this paper experimental results of our approach called a Dual-Grating Assisted Directional Coupler, are presented. The principle of coupling by this novel method has been successfully demonstrated, and a coupling efficiency of 55% measured.
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efficiency is within a few percent of the theoretical value. Present experimental results of the DGADC, and we show that the experimental coupling these devices are measured experimentally that they fail to fulfill their promise. Here we Whilst this was very promising, other methods also have high efficiencies in theory. It is when Assisted Directional Coupler (DGADC) [13,14] that predicted efficiencies as high as 97%.

~ 9 µm. Consequently several devices have been proposed for efficient coupling to/from the performance of the photonic circuit, it makes coupling of light to/from the circuit very waveguide-based devices reported recently are ~ 1 µm or less. Whilst this reduction enhances the performance of silicon photonic circuits [7]. Cross sectional dimensions of silicon reduce the dimensions of silicon devices to improve the packing density [6], and to enhance the importance of an efficient input/output coupler for silicon photonic circuits should not be underestimated. Many of the advantages of moving to small device dimensions will be nullified if a suitable CMOS compatible coupler cannot be fabricated reliably. Among several methods proposed for coupling to small silicon waveguides, tapers have been the most popular approach in recent years and are intuitively the most obvious. A three dimensional taper from the fibre dimensions to the waveguide dimensions in SOI has been demonstrated with loss as low as 0.7 dB per fibre-interface, when coupling to large silicon waveguides (> 3 µm in cross sectional dimensions) [8]. However, for waveguide dimensions smaller than 3 µm, the insertion loss (IL) increases rapidly reaching up to 2.5 dB for a width of 2 µm. Sure et al. [9] fabricated more efficient 3D adiabatic tapers using a gray scale mask. The theoretical coupling efficiency to a 0.25 µm thick silicon waveguide was 82%, while the value measured was 45%. It must be noted that these couplers also need anti-reflection (AR) coatings to reduce strong back-reflection at the facet, complicating fabrication. The surface roughness of such tapers can cause significant scattering when the taper is reduced to very small dimensions as fabrication of a sufficiently smooth taper is extremely difficult. Inverted tapers have also been popular [10,11], in which the waveguide is tapered down at the output rather
than up to the fibre dimension. This means that the mode becomes less well confined in the
core of the waveguide and exists substantially in the cladding (typically silica or polymer).
Therefore the effective index of the mode is reduced as the mode size increases, and matches
well to an optical fibre. Despite the elegance of the approach the demonstrated loss has also
been high, typically greater than 3 dB [10]. When scattering loss is excluded from the
calculation these devices appear much more promising, having a conversion loss of less than 1
dB [11] although the total loss is higher.

In reference [15], which reports a loss of 0.5 dB per interface, the total insertion loss was
measured, and the waveguide loss subtracted, leaving the coupling loss. However, the
waveguide loss was measured by a rather inaccurate technique, the authors quoting an
uncertainty of ±70%, although the data suggests perhaps even more. Furthermore, subtraction
of waveguide loss implies removal of scattering loss, which is compounded in the taper
section. Taking these issues together, this means that the quoted loss of 0.5 dB per interface
could easily be substantially higher, but the accuracy of the data makes it impossible to say
definitively.

Another promising approach for coupling to ~ 1/4 μm silicon waveguide is the inverted
prism [12] producing an experimental efficiency of 45% as compared to 87% theoretically,
but this requires external affixing of the prism to the waveguide.

To date, very few investigations have considered grating-based solutions for the problem.
Prior to our work the most successful paper on grating-assisted coupling between a large glass
waveguide and a thin semiconductor waveguide was that of Butler et al. [16], in which the
maximum theoretical coupling efficiency for TE polarisation, was only 40% for optimised
waveguide and grating parameters. For a change in the grating period of just 0.3 nm, the
coupling efficiency dropped to only 20%, making the fabrication of this device impractical for
commercial applications. Recently, experimental coupling efficiency of 50% has been
reported using an AntiResonant Reflection Optical Waveguide (ARROW) incorporating a
grating-assisted optical coupler [17]. However, the waveguide dimensions presented were 3
μm and 0.3 μm respectively for a wavelength of 1.3 μm, all much more restricted than
presented here. Generally, the main disadvantages of grating-assisted couplers are relatively
narrow bandwidth and significant polarisation dependence. We have already proposed a
polarisation independent device [14] and work is underway to broaden spectrum of the device.

2. Dual Grating-Assisted Directional Coupling

We have developed the Dual Grating-Assisted Directional Coupler (DGADC) [13,14] that
offers highly efficient coupling between a fibre and a thin Silicon on Insulator (SOI)
waveguide. A schematic of an example design is shown in Fig. 1. The top layer is 5 μm thick
with refractive index close to the refractive index of optical fibre, resulting in insertion loss ≤
0.05 dB from the fibre to this waveguide. Therefore a fibre could be butt coupled to the thick
SiON waveguide and subsequently the light coupled to the SiNx waveguide using the first
grating, and to the thin SOI waveguide via the second grating. The silicon nitride waveguide
is crucial for the operation of the device, because it enables highly efficient coupling at both
gratings, consequently forming an efficient DGADC. This waveguide bridges the gap between
SiON and Si layers in both refractive index and thickness. The buried oxide layer serves as the
lower cladding layer, for isolation from the substrate, hence removing any leakage loss.

We have analysed the design in Fig. 1 using the Transfer Matrix Method (TMM) [18] and
Floquet-Bloch Theory (FBT) [19] to ensure accuracy. For shallow gratings (= 20 nm) such as
those in our design, both methods agree well. It has been shown [14] that for the following
design parameters: surface SiON waveguide thickness = 5 μm, refractive index = 1.478; upper
SiON layer thickness = 0.15 μm, refractive index = 1.467; SiNx waveguide thickness = 0.5
μm, refractive index = 1.97; lower SiON layer thickness = 0.2 μm, refractive index = 1.467;
silicon waveguide thickness = 230 nm, refractive index = 3.476, maximum coupling
efficiency can reach ~93%. Whilst this is very encouraging, other approaches have also
resulted in high theoretical efficiency but have produced inferior experimental results. Hence
we have attempted to fabricate the device in Fig. 1 and measure it experimentally.
3. Fabrication and experimental results

Unibond four inch wafers with 3 µm buried oxide layer and a 230 nm silicon overlayer were used for the fabrication of our devices. Both ‘single’ (Fig. 1) and ‘double’ DGADCs (Fig. 2) were fabricated. Obviously, the former was less convenient for measurement of the coupling efficiency than the latter because of a highly divergent beam coming out from the thin silicon waveguide. ICP etching was used to define the silicon waveguide. Gratings with a period of 1.3 - 1.4 µm and 10 nm height were then patterned by plasma etching on the top of this waveguide. Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PECVD) was used for the fabrication of SiON layers. The films were deposited at 300°C with varying flow of nitrous oxide, and constant flows of 50 sccm (standard cubic centimeters) of ammonia and 155 sccm of 5% silane in nitrogen. Silane and ammonia were used as reactants for the Si3N4 deposition process; ammonia instead of nitrogen was chosen as a reactant gas because it provides better thickness and refractive index uniformity [20]. The pressure was 0.5 Torr, and silane gas flow five times as large as that in the SiON deposition. The grating on this layer has a larger period (≈ 5 µm) and height of 20 nm. The top three layers were then etched in CHF3 plasma down to the second gap layer.

Figure 3 shows a typical scanning electron micrograph of the resultant device. The most striking thing about the figure is that the total height of SiON and Si3N4 layers is 4.4 µm instead of 6 µm which means that the surface SiON waveguide has been significantly over-etched and is only up to 3.8 µm in height, as opposed to 5µm in the design of Fig. 1. The width of the waveguides is also reduced to 8-9 µm compared to 10 µm which has been used in the design. Wider waveguides have been chosen to minimize scattering caused by the sidewall roughness, similarly to [9]. Therefore we have recalculated the efficiency of the device as fabricated, and whilst the generic behaviour of the device remains the same, the maximum theoretical efficiency falls from 93% in the original design to 60% for the device as fabricated.

We have measured the efficiency of the device experimentally by fabricating the test structure in Fig. 2, which we refer to as the ‘double DGADC’ configuration. This enables light to be coupled into the thin silicon waveguide via the input SiON waveguide, and collected at the output via the output SiON waveguide, and the efficiency of two DGADCs evaluated. We assume that the efficiencies of each DGADC (at input and output) are equal. The efficiency was determined by normalising to the light transmitted through a straight surface SiON waveguide, which is almost identical to the ‘double’ DGADC structure, on the same chip. It is, however, continuous, unlike the ‘double’ DGADC which has an 800 µm long
silicon waveguide in the central region, and it does not have gratings so no coupling occurs. This approach was adopted because this excludes the reduced input coupling efficiency to the surface SiON waveguide, due to the over-etched waveguide, but still demonstrates the enhancement due to the DGADC. This approach has been also used extensively by other authors (e.g. in [8,9]). The total coupling loss from a fibre to silicon waveguide comprises the fibre to SiON waveguide loss (−0.7 dB) plus SiON to silicon waveguide loss (2.6 dB). However, if the surface SiON waveguide is 5 μm thick, the coupling loss from the fibre to SiON falls to −0.1 dB and we expect the total coupling loss to be −0.8 dB.

![Fig. 2. ‘Double’ DGADC configuration.](image)

![Fig. 3. Typical SEM micrograph of a fabricated DGADC.](image)

Figure 4 shows a typical experimental spectra of the coupler. It can be seen that the resonant peak is well defined with typical side lobe suppression of 9-15 dB (theoretical value is −14 dB). Higher values of mark to space ratio of the gratings (0.6-0.65) give higher coupling efficiency and bandwidth of −4 nm (Fig. 4). The maximum measured efficiency is 55% (Fig. 5), within 5% of the theoretical value for this coupler design. For different grating periods, the resonant peak can be shifted towards longer or shorter wavelengths still achieving high coupling efficiency (Fig. 5). If the experimental to theoretical coupling efficiency ratio translates pro-rata to our original design, we can expect to achieve a coupling efficiency in excess of 80% (<1 dB loss) per interface for a correctly fabricated device. This makes the DGADC arguably the most promising method of coupling to small silicon waveguides and...
devices, and is one of the only approaches that achieves an experimental efficiency close to the theoretical value.
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**Fig. 4.** Typical output from a ‘double’ DGADC.
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**Fig. 5.** Coupling efficiency of DGADC can be as high as 55% and resonant peak position can be changed for different grating periods still achieving high efficiency.

### 4. Conclusion

We have presented experimental results for the DGADC approach. With the coupling efficiency of 55%, the DGADC is the most efficient grating-assisted directional coupling method for coupling to small semiconductor waveguides reported to date. The DGADC has a range of applications. It will be useful in wavelength selective applications such as coarse wavelength division multiplexing (CWDM), or coupling the pump wavelength to recently demonstrated Raman lasers or amplifiers in silicon, or in single wavelength applications such as optical interconnect. It also uses materials that are CMOS compatible and removes the need for anti reflection coatings at the input and output facets. Furthermore, work is underway to broaden the spectrum of the devices by grating chirping and by varying the duty cycle of the gratings.